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RYKO ANNOUNCES SUPPORT FOR XPRESWASH RFID PAYMENT 
 

GRIMES, IOWA, March 30, 2009 – Ryko Manufacturing announces the availability of 

interfaces between its popular Rocket, SoftGloss, Radius, Trio, and Select-A-Wash car wash 

equipment to the innovative XpresWash RFID car wash payment system developed and 

marketed by XpresSystems, Inc. based in New Prague, MN. 

 

The XpresWash system allows the customer to get a car wash whenever and as often as they 

want, for one fixed price per month or per year. No cash or credit card is needed at the time of 

the wash.  Because the XpresWash technology uses a vehicle specific RFID tag, only a single 

vehicle can be washed with each tag.  XpresWash customers have reported higher wash 

counts and per car revenue. 

 

While monthly wash programs have long been used by full serve washes to increase revenue, 

they have not been practical for sites that are unattended for part or all of the wash day. With 

this interface, Ryko can provide our unattended and flex tunnel, multi-bay private investor, 

and convenience store customers pay-one-price wash programs that are tied directly to a 

specific vehicle. XpresWash is currently the only RFID car wash payment system supported 

by Ryko for use with its popular AMTT and AMTT CS activation systems. 

 

Brian Dohm, founder and president of XpresSystems, stated “Ryko is well known as a leader 

in the car wash industry, and this interface with them is a major step for us toward 

compatibility with all major conveyor, rollover brands, and activation brands. Convenience 

store customers with XpresWash and Ryko equipment have substantially increased their 

revenue and cash flow, and this relationship will make this solution available to many new 

customers.” 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT RYKO MANUFACTURING  Ryko is the largest manufacturer of car wash equipment in North 

America, providing a full line of friction and touch free roll-over car, truck, bus and van washes along with 

conveyorized, drive through and self-service car wash equipment, and a complete range of vehicle wash support 
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systems including activation and marketing systems, connectivity and loyalty solutions, maintenance services, 

and complete chemical and delivery packages. 
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